ACAMS Awards JP Morgan Chase’s Peter Wild with the 2015 ACAMS Al Gillum Volunteer of the Year Award at its Annual Conference in Las Vegas

LAS VEGAS – September 29, 2015 – The Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists (ACAMS) presented today its prestigious Al Gillum Volunteer of the Year Award to Peter Wild, CAMS-Audit, Vice President, JP Morgan Chase.

The Al Gillum ACAMS Volunteer of the Year Award recognizes those who have played a significant role in ACAMS and who have enhanced the association's standing in the AML, Sanctions, and Financial Crime prevention fields either by contributing to our educational events and/or the overall growth of the organization.

“Peter not only has been instrumental in key ACAMS initiatives such as our CAMS-Audit advanced certification program and leadership with the New York Chapter, he has personally mentored many AML professionals in need of career advice and counsel. I can safely say that Peter Wild has contributed immensely to the growth of ACAMS, the AML audit profession and the overall AML community,” said John J. Byrne, Esq., CAMS, ACAMS Executive Vice President.

“Peter’s commitment to education, professionalism and partnership in AML cannot be understated,” continued Byrne. “We are grateful for his unwavering commitment and all of the long hours he’s spent as a volunteer and supporter of ACAMS.”

Peter’s achievements include:

- Tireless work on behalf of the New York Chapter Board.
- Instrumental in securing speakers and venues for many ACAMS learning events.
- Has produced many of the largest events in the New York Chapter’s history (e.g., first full-day conference, 10-year anniversary gala).
- His peers say he never misses a meeting, learning or networking event, etc.
- Great ambassador for the ACAMS brand – always encouraging new people to the AML industry to get involved and become members.
• Founding faculty member of CAMS-Audit and has devoted an enormous amount of time to the development of that curriculum and serving several times as an instructor.
• Advocate for the “AML audit” profession.
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About the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists® (ACAMS®)
ACAMS is the largest international membership organization dedicated to enhancing the knowledge and skills of AML and financial crime prevention professionals from a wide range of industries, firms and agencies with extensive resources designed to develop and sharpen the skills required for superior job performance and career advancement. Our CAMS certification is the most widely recognized AML certification among compliance professionals worldwide. Visit www.acams.org for more information.